The Judgment of Humanity

A fascinating and timely book about Judgment Day--and getting people ready for the next
world on this planet. The author, psychic and Reiki Master James P. Van Bibber, believes
this is a crucial time in the history of this planet. Judgment Day lays before you, writes the
author, and you must make a decision that will affect your life and the lives of everyone on the
planet. In thirteen illuminating chapters, Mr. Van Bibber sets forth his succinct theories
while imploring people to carefully evaluate their lives and circumstances. According to the
author, when these truths are revealed, people will open up to spirituality in a way that allows
them to connect with a higher power to mastermind their own salvation. Subjects such as
Animals, Crystals, and Emotional Maturity are just a sampling of the thoughtful, and
thought-provoking, discussions from this well-versed author. Inspired by his spiritual friends
who urged him to write this book, James P. Van Bibber has now delivered a clarion call. This
book may well stir controversy and close examination, but there is no denying that it contains
the seeds of everyones salvation on this planet.
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